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ROSTOCK AGAIN

An Attack on the Heinkel Works

The preliminary reports on Bomber Command's second night’s attack on

Rostock are as promising as those on the first.

Crews with orders to attack targets in the main part of Rostock say

that as they passed the Heinkel factory - which lies a mile or two north of

the town itself, on the hank of the River Warnow - they saw the attack on the factory

going well and fires burning fiercely. Crews attacking the Heinkel factory saw

equally clearly the fires that were burning in the port, where many warehouses, in

particular, were blazing along the waterfront.

Rostock has an old town for nucleus, with.a newer and industrialised town

around it. Down the river, towards Warnemunde there are shipbuilding yards and

a whole group of Heinkel factories. Until Bomber Command went in force to Rostock,
Heinkel had certainly brought prosperity to the place.

In 1 933, the census gave the of Rostock at 89,000; at the outbreak

of the war, with armament factories all round the town, the population had already

gone up to about 115,000,

It was the largest of Rostock’s Heinkel factories which was bombed in this

attack, a huge plant covering an area almost as large as the old town itself.

All the factories depend on each other, the smaller ones producing component

parts for the larger, but this main factory turns out half a dozen Heinkel types
of fighters, bombers and seaplanes, and has an aerodrome of its own, the Marienehe, with

unusually long runways and seaplane slipways.

At the interrogation, the question was put to a Lancaster crew who had

dropped some of our heaviest bombs: "Was the target in the sights when the bombs

were released?". The bomb aimer’s answer was an enthusiastic: "Absolutely, yes".

After they had bombed, this crew flew over the town at about I,OOC feet

to have a good look round. The smoke from the town was so dense that the searchlights
could not penetrate it.


